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ABSTRACT

Urban Mobility Models (UMMs) are fundamental tools for estimat-

ing the population in urban sites and their spatial movements over

time. They have great value for such applications as managing the

resources of cellular networks, predicting traffic congestion, and

city planning. Most existing UMMs were developed primarily in

2D. However, we argue that people’s movements and living pat-

terns involve 3D space, i.e., buildings, which can heavily affect the

accuracy of UMMs.

In this paper, we for the first time conduct a comprehensive study

on the impacts of buildings on human movements, and the effect on

UMMs. In particular, we start from an extensive trace analysis of two

different real-world datasets. Our key observation is that human

patterns of movement among urban sites are affected by buildings,

with buildings being able to “temporarily hold” human mobility.

We innovatively capture this property by extending Markov pro-

cesses, which have been widely used in developing UMMs, with

semi-absorbing states. We then develop a Semi-absorbing Urban

Mobility model (SUM) and theoretically prove its properties to cap-

ture the intrinsic impacts of buildings with an analysis of SUM

on its difference from that of previous UMMs. Our evaluation also

demonstrates that, as a basis for supporting mobile applications in

an intracity and hourly scale, the SUM is far superior to previous

UMMs. Our real-world case study on cellular network resource

allocations further reveals the effectiveness of our SUM model. We

show that the performance of the resource allocation scheme in

a cellular network substantially improves by using SUM, with a

reduction in the packet loss probability of 3.19 times.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Urban Mobility Model (UMM), i.e., estimating the population in

urban locations, has long been a research topic with a wide range

of real-world applications, such as urban planning [24], transporta-

tion engineering [21], epidemic disease control [27], to name but

a few. Mobility models were also developed to assist computing

applications, e.g., the study and evaluation of mobile ad hoc net-

work protocols [1, 19, 28] as early as 1999. Then, mobility models

were developed along with the emergence of such applications, like

vehicular networks [40], cellular networks [35] and online social

networks [39]. The necessity of a mobility model is two-fold. The

first is using the model as a simulator to generate traces to eval-

uate mobile computing designs [5, 19, 22], e.g., the scalability of

a protocol. In contrast, using real-world traces cannot freely set,

generate, and change parameters. The second is using the model

for mobility prediction [2, 13]. A generative model is useful when

data are expensive or even not possible to collect; and as a result,

discriminative data-driven models become not suitable. For exam-

ple, when buildings are planned to be constructed, there is no trace

in the area. Thus a generative model can be used, at least as a first

mean, to support decision makings.

All previous UMMs have an implicit assumption that people are

moving in a 2D space. While the corresponding urban applications

such as base station planning in cellular networks, bus route opti-

mization, and traffic congestion prediction may only require the

population in a 2D location at a time, the moving and living patterns

of people involve the 3D space, i.e., buildings. We argue that the

accuracy of UMMs in the 2D space can be heavily affected by such

behaviors involving buildings. Elon Musk once stated “having 2D

streets and [living in] 3D buildings means bad traffic." [14].

In this paper, we for the first time conduct a comprehensive study

on the impact of buildings on UMMs. We start from an analysis

on two real-world datasets: a trace of connections from a major

cellular carrier and a trace of the indoor population of a building and

outdoor traffic status. Our key observation is that human patterns

of movement among urban sites are affected by buildings, with

buildings being able to “temporarily hold” human mobility, causing

both the staying time (which indicates the speed of mobility, i.e.,

the greater the staying time, the smaller the movements of the

people) and the population (which directly shows the number of

people in a location) in a building to be significantly different from

what would be observed on a road. We innovatively capture the

observed properties by extending Markov processes, which have

been widely used in developing UMMs, with semi-absorbing states.

We then develop a Semi-absorbing Urban Mobility model (SUM).

We theoretically analyze SUM. We prove that SUM analytically

differs from existing UMMs in two properties of a mobility model,
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Temperal
Minutely-scale Hourly-scale Monthly-or-beyond-scale

Single-location [5, 11] [13, 30] -

Intracity mPat [37], [9, 16] WHERE [18], [6] [4, 31]

Intercity - Gravity [32], [20] [25, 43]

Table 1: Classification and examples of UMMs of different spatial and temporal granularity.

the staying time and population. We further prove that such dif-

ference shrinks and SUM converges to existing UMMs if the time

scales and space scales, e.g., a space scale of intercity or a time

scale of days or longer. Theoretically this quantifies the scope of

SUM; and practically, this nicely reflects the impact of buildings,

i.e., buildings may have impact on intracity traffic congestions, but

may not have visiable impact on intercity aviation planning.

We evaluate SUM by using SUM as a simulator to generate traces

for the cellular network resource allocation, an intracity and hourly

application where SUM fits well. In such applications UMMs are

widely used in the planning tools such as PLANET of MSI Plc. or

PEGASOS of T-Mobile [15] to generate the dynamics of bandwidth

demands. We show that SUM can generate traces that are more

accurate than two state-of-the-art UMMs, the random waypoint

model and weighted random waypoint model by 1.18 times.

We further conduct a real-world case study of our SUM model

in the city of Tianjin, China, considering a scenario in which a new

building is constructed in the targeted region and using ourmodel to

support different phases of the allocation of resources for a cellular

network. We show that with our SUM model, the performance of

real-world resource allocation substantially improves. For example,

in the frequency allocation phase, we see that, assisted by our SUM

model, the packet loss probability drops by 3.19 times.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) By analyzing

two real-world datasets, we observe the phenomenon that buildings

affect mobility (Section 3). (2) We develop an urban mobility model,

SUM, that for the first time captures/explains such a phenomenon.

Our model innovatively extends previous UMM models with semi-

absorbing states. We analytically prove the properties of our SUM

model (Section 4). (3) We study a real-world application, namely,

cellular network resource allocation, and demonstrate how it can

be better supported by our SUM model (Section 5).

2 RELATEDWORK
We can classify UMMs according to spatial and temporal granulari-

ties (see Table 1). Along the spatial granularity, there are intercity,

intracity, and single-location UMMs. Along the temporal granular-

ity, there are monthly-scale, hourly-scale, and minute-scale UMMs.

This naturally classifies different applications. For example, inter-

city UMMs are useful for the aviation industry, and monthly-scale

UMMs are useful for long-term city planning.

Our SUM fits the intracity, hourly-scale UMM [6, 18]. Intrinsi-

cally, this applies to human behaviors in buildings, which have an

impact on an intracity and hourly scale. In our analysis, we quantify

the scope of SUM and prove that the impact of our model can natu-

rally converge into intercity-scale and/or monthly-or-beyond-scale

UMMs, as space and time scale up (Section 4.3). Nevertheless, for

an UMM in the scope of the intracity and hourly scale, ignoring the

impact of buildings would easily lead to inaccuracies in the models,

which is also demonstrated in this paper by a comparison of UMMs.

Examples of applications that fit this scope include cellular network

resource allocation [35], online social network content sharing [39],

and bus route optimization [8].

The common mathematical tools to formulate a mobility model

include gravity models [20, 32], graph-based models [1, 19], and

Markov process [3, 9, 23].

Gravitymodels say that themobility between two sites is stronger

when they are closer or the population in the two sites are greater.

This emulates Newton’s gravity law. Gravity models work well for

the aggregate behavior of massive population. As a result, gravity

models are commonly used for intercity UMMs. The mobility of

people in individual buildings does not show significant aggregate

behavior. Therefore, gravity models are not suitable.

Graph-based models have been used to model vehicle mobility.

These models potrait the road system of a city, where links are the

roads and nodes are the intersections of roads. In these models,

buildings are usually treated as obstacles, and it is not possible to

integrate buildings as a combined part in these models.

Our model falls under a stochastic Markov process. A typical

Markov process has transient states as well as absorbing states.

However, the traditional absorbing state keeps the population in the

site forever. In this paper, we innovatively develop semi-absorbing

states since both transient states and absorbing states cannot cap-

ture the “temporary holding” property of buildings. Our proposed

semi-absorbing approach not only captures a new property, but

also confirms and naturally captures many important intracity dis-

coveries in earlier studies, e.g., “various average staying times” [3],

“urban as a mesh” [12], and “the attraction of highly populated

areas” [18].

Besides generative models, there are discriminative models [37,

38]. These models are data-driven and usually achieve a high level

of accuracy in predicting mobility for individual scenarios. They

rely heavily on the availability of a large amount of data for training

to fit different cities. As previously mentioned, these models are

less useful for the simulation of traces, especially when data are

not available.

3 IMPACT OF BUILDINGS: THE MOTIVATION
There are two important metrics that are usually considered in a

typical UMM, namely, staying time and population. Staying time

is the length of time from when a person stops in a location until

s/he starts to move again, which serves as a direct metric on the

tendency to move. Population shows the number of people in a

location, which reflects the accumulated effect of the movement of

people. In this section, we present our extensive trace analysis in

terms of staying time and population with two different real-world

datasets, so as to better understand the impact of buildings on these

two important metrics.

From two datasets, we obtain information on the population

of crowds in each location, involving residential and commercial

buildings, every hour. In the following sections, we refer to these

two datasets as the CellularD and TrafficD datasets, respectively.

The datasets are now briefly introduced below.
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Figure 1: Average staying time

for four sites in two datasets as a

function of time.
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Figure 2: Average staying time

on two roads in two datasets as a

function of time.
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Figure 3: Population of JQI

Co.Ltd andXihe Bridge as a func-

tion of time.
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Figure 4: Population of ICC and

West Tunnel in TrafficD dataset

over time.

JQI Co.Ltd

Tzu-ya River

(a) (b)

RRRR

BS3

BS4 BS5

(BS1)

(BS2)
Xihe Bridge

Figure 5: Five base stations in CellularD dataset.

CellularD Datasets. The first dataset consists of mobile traces

collected from five base stations of a dominant carrier of China

Mobile Ltd. in the city of Tianjin, China in August 2016. As shown

in Fig. 5, the stations cover an area of 2500 × 2500 square meters

in the downtown, where a office building of Jinqiao Investments

(JQI) Co.Ltd and the Xihe bridge are located. The dataset records

time stamps, the MAC of people’s mobile devices, connected base

stations and the locations of these devices. 1

TrafficD Datasets. The second dataset includes both outdoor

traffic traces and indoor populations from May to August 2016

in the city of Hong Kong SAR, measured with traffic sensing and

occupancy sensing systems installed with the help of the local gov-

ernment. The traffic sensing system traces using camera detectors

and the occupancy sensing system uses with CO2 detectors. The

dataset covers 617 roads all over the city, including West Tunnel,

and covers a 118-story Skyscraper of International Commercial

Center (ICC), where more than 10,000 people work.

Next, we show that although the two datasets are for different

applications and from different regions with various population

densities, we surprisingly obtain consistent observations, which

demonstrate: 1) significant statistical differences brought about by

the buildings and 2) their impacts. We conducted experiments on

other buildings and roads in the two datasets. We see that these

observations are not only consistent with common sense, but also

with real datasets on different views in different cities. Here we

only use the result of the two roads and two buildings to represent

that of both types of mobility.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the average staying time for the CellularD

and TrafficD datasets, respectively. On the one hand, it is quite

apparent that people on roads will leave in quite a short time, e.g.,

several seconds, which is consistent with previous studies on UMMs.

We use the term transient to describe this situation. On the other

hand, we see that a number of people in buildings will stay inside

for more than one hour at least. During this period, these people

1The coordinate of the mobile devices is computed as the average coordinates of their
connected base stations.

will not show any signs of leaving the building. We will therefore

use another term in the next section to denote their status.

Moreover, on the road, people are all transient and the population

remains stable; but buildings tend to have two types of people and

their populations can change dramatically over time, e.g., during

office hours and in off-work hours. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show how the

population changes over time in the two datasets. It would seem

that a certain proportion of the population are “temporarily held” in

buildings before they leave, a situation that previous UMMs could

hardly capture. In short, we made the following two observations:

Observation 1. (Staying Time) Both the average and variance

of the staying time IN A BUILDING can be much greater than those

corresponding values ON A ROAD.

Observation 2. (Population) The average and variance of the

population IN A BUILDING aremuch greater than those corresponding

values ON A ROAD.

Due to the large population in buildings, such behaviors can have

a significant influence on intracity applications such as cellular and

transit networks, as shown in the following sections. To effectively

capture such phenomena, we develop our semi-absorbing UMM in

the next section.

4 SEMI-ABSORBING UMM
Before presenting the Semi-absorbing Urban Mobility (SUM) model,

we first define semi-absorbing sites that capture the “temporal

holding” property that previous UMMs could hardly capture. We

then develop our SUM model based on the Markov process and

translate the semi-absorbing site into a novel semi-absorbing state

in the Markov process.

We also present some of the properties of our SUM. In particular,

with regard to two important UMM metrics, i.e., staying time and

population, significant analytical differences exist between our

SUM and traditional UMMs, which consider all sites to be transient

(referred to as transient-only UMM in the remainder of this paper).

We also present the scope of the SUM. One suggested practice is to

use our model in an intracity and hourly scale. In our analysis, we

quantify the scope of the SUM and prove that, with regard to impact,

our model can naturally converge with that of transient-only UMMs

with the scaling up of space and time.

We use the SUM to generate traces and conduct evaluations.

The results show that our approach can significantly improve the

generation and simulation of traces on a city scale.

4.1 Semi-absorbing Sites
We first introduce a core concept of “semi-absorbing sites” that will

be used later. We classify urban sites into three categories: transient

sites, absorbing sites, and semi-absorbing sites. Let p
i j
t ∈ [0, 1] denote

the transition probability of one person moving from urban site i

to site j at time t . Given p
i j
t , a transient site is an urban site where
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(b)
Figure 6: Percentages of two types of population as a function of

time, (a) in JQI Co.Ltd of CellularD; (b) in ICC of TrafficD.

Transition ProbabilityTransient Sites (e.g., roads)
Semi-absorbing Sites (e.g., buildings)

100 60 36 36

100 0 100 0

0 100 0 100

0 40 64 64

C

D

A

B

06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00
36%

absorbed

100%
absorbed

0%
absorbed

0%
absorbed

24

Figure 7: Examples of a semi-absorbing site (A), an absorbing site

(B), and transient sites (C and D).

for each person in site i , there exists an urban site j (j � i) such

that p
i j
t > 0. On the other hand, an absorbing site is an urban site

where all of the people will stay after arriving and never leave, i.e.,

p
i j
t = 0 for all urban sites j � i and piit = 1.

In addition, we refer to those people who might move to sur-

rounding sites as transient people and to those who will stay inside

a site for a long period as absorbed people. Recall that in Section 3,

we showed that the statistics of urban buildings and roads differ,

e.g., in terms of staying time and population. In Fig. 6, we further

examine the proportion of transient and absorbed people. It is easy

to see that for both the CellularD and TrafficD datasets, such urban

sites as buildings usually have both transient people and absorbed

people. We thus call these sites semi-absorbing sites. In general, for

absorbed people, a semi-absorbing site behaves like an absorbing

site; while for transient people, it behaves like a transient site.

Fig.7 shows examples of a semi-absorbing site, an absorbing site,

and a transient site. Consider a set of sites {A,B,C,D} with an

initial population of (100, 0, 100, 0), respectively. Whenever people

pass the semi-absorbing site of buildingA in Fig. 7, 36% of them, e.g.,

the staff, remain in A without any probability of going to another

site, while the other 64%, e.g., visitors, do not stay in A but in the

end go to building B. In other words, of those people who arrive

in building A, 36% are absorbed and the other 64% are transient.

However, whenever people pass the absorbing site of building B,
all of them are absorbed; while when people pass the transient sites

of roads C and D, none of them are absorbed. Note that a single

probability, e.g., 36% in the semi-absorbing site A, is sufficient to

represent such a “partial temporary holding effect.” Merely using

transient sites with a looping back probability can easily lead to an

“all holding” or “unexpected leaving” situation. For example, either

the 64 people who left were also accidentally absorbed in building

A or some of the 36 people who stayed left in the middle of the

time. Therefore, merely using the transient model will lead to the

difficulty of differentiating between those who were absorbed and

those who were transient in one site.

4.2 SUM Model
Our SUM model is essentially an extension of Markov processes,

and thus can also be defined based on Markov processes, as fol-

lows. Consider a set of urban sites M = {1, 2, ...,m} with the total

population N. We assume that the whole period of time to be con-

sidered is [0,K], which is further divided into L slots with each slot

of length K/L.
Site State and Model State. We define a Site State N i

t ∈ N as

the urban population in site i ∈ M at time slot t ∈ {1, 2, ...,L}.
The Model State at time t can thus be represented by the sequence

vector Nt = (N 1
t , · · · ,Nm

t )T , which gives the population vector

among all sites at time t . The initial Model State given by the user

is thus denoted by N1.

Transition Matrix. The transition matrix is essential for in-

ferring the total population at different times, considering their

different behaviors. It can be defined as πt = [pi jt ]m×m (i, j ∈ M),

which denotes the probability matrix for people to transit from site

i to site j at time t . Note that a site i is considered as absorbed only

if piit = 1. When piit ∈ (0, 1), people could remain in site i for a
certain period of time, but would still have a non-zero probability

of leaving and thus would not be considered to have been absorbed.

Absorbing Proportion and Sub-states. Our SUM model ex-

tends the Markov processes by dividing the Site States into the

absorbed and transient sub-states and inferring a Site State with

different behaviors from those of the two types of populations

(i.e., absorbed and transient populations). To this end, we define

λit ∈ [0, 1] as the absorbing proportion, i.e., the probability of a

person becoming absorbed when in site i at time t . We denote V i
t

as the number of absorbed people in site i ∈ M at time t , and V
i
t

as the transient population, i.e., V i
t = N i

t · λit , V
i
t = N i

t · (1 − λit )
and N i

t = V
i
t +V

i
t .

Model State Transition. In the proposed SUM, the transition

matrix and the absorbed and transient sub-states at time t work
together to infer the Model State Nt+1. In particular, let Vt and

V t respectively denote the vectors of V i
t and V

i
t at time t in dif-

ferent sites. Given Nt and λt , vectors Vt and V t can be calculated

correspondingly. The absorbed people V i
t at site i will then stay,

while the transient peopleV
i
t will move based on the corresponding

transition matrix. Finally, the Model State Nt+1 is computed by:

Nt+1 = Vt +V t · πt
Difference between SUM and Transient-only UMM. Exist-

ing UMMs merely consider all sites as transient, which we thus

refer to as Transient-only UMMs. With the notations defined above,

the Model State Nt+1 in the transient-only UMM model can thus

be computed by Nt+1 = Nt ·πt . Note that, different from transient-

only UMMs, the status of people in our SUM, i.e., transient or

absorbed, could be different and correlated with each other. We

can further capture buildings of different natures by setting the

absorbing proportion of λit . For example, residential buildings such

as apartments are likely to be sparsely populated during normal

office hours. On the other hand, in the case of commercial buildings

such as offices, it is likely that most of the staff will stay inside

the building only during office hours. More specifically, the status

changes gradually across different sites i ∈ M and at different

times t ≤ L.
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4.3 Properties of the SUM Model
1.Difference between semi-absorbed and transient.Wenext

prove that our SUM well captures statistical properties found in

Section 3, which existing UMMs cannot capture.

1.1. Staying Time.We first present two lemmas and the nota-

tion system, which are used to prove our theorem. Let h̄m denote

the average staying time in semi-absorbing urban sites using mobil-

ity modelm. Let σ 2(h)m denote the variance in the staying time in

semi-absorbing urban sites usingmobility modelm. Let ε ∈ [0,L] de-
note the upper bound of the staying time in transient sites, which,

in practice, is a small value, e.g., 0.00278 hour (ten seconds) on

a road. Let λ̄ denote the average value of matrix λ = [λit ]. Let
|ϕon |, |ϕof f |, |ϕon−of f | ∈ [0,L] denote the average length of the

time interval for semi-absorbing site i to stay absorbing (λit = 1),
transient (λit = 0), and semi-absorbing (λit ∈ (0, 1)), respectively.
Let ρ denote the semi-absorbing density, which is the proportion

of semi-absorbing sites that currently are not transient during the

considered time interval, i.e., for site i,∃λit > 0. Let δ > 0 denote

the average staying time in sites of SUM when λit ∈ (0, 1), which
is computed with the parameter of absorbing proportion λit multi-

plied by a constant, i.e., δ = |ϕon |/L∑t ∈[1,L] λit . We thus have the

following two lemmas:

Lemma 1. In the semi-absorbing site of SUM, the average staying

time satisfies δ · |ϕon |/L < h̄SUM < L − |ϕof f | + ε · |ϕof f |/L. In the

transient site of SUM, the average staying time is smaller than ε .

Proof. Due to page limitations, all missing proofs and lemmas

can be found in the technical report [42]. �

Lemma 2. In the semi-absorbing sites of SUM, σ 2(h) satisfies (δ −
ε)2 · |ϕof f |/4L < σ 2(h)SUM < (L − ε)2 · |ϕon | · 4/L. In the transient

sites, the variance is 0.

From Lemmas 1 and 2, we derive the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Given the same urban sitesM, the average and vari-

ance of the staying time of a SUM model are strictly and significantly

larger than those of a transient-only UMM model. Both differences

are lower bounded by the semi-absorbing density ρ or by the average

absorbing proportion λ̄.

1.2. Population. We introduce the following lemmas for the

next theorem. N̄m denotes the average population in semi-absorbing

sites with mobility modelm. σ 2(N )m denotes the variance of the

population in semi-absorbing sites with mobility modelm. ni de-
notes the population in site i . The proportion of the population

in semi-absorbing sites in ϕof f , ϕon−of f ,andϕon are denoted as

rof f , ron−of f , and ron , respectively. We thus have the following

two lemmas:

Lemma 3. In a semi-absorbing site i of SUM, the average population

ni satisfies ni > �ron� · |ϕon | · N /L. In transient sites, the average

population nitran satisfies, 0 ≤ nitran < N · ε ·mt
tran/(δ ·mt

on + ε ·
mt
tran ).
Lemma 4. In a semi-absorbing site i of SUM, the variance of the

population satisfies σ 2(ni ) > [(rof f − �ron� · |ϕon |/L)2 |ϕof f | +
2(ron−of f − �ron� · |ϕon |/L)|ϕon−of f |] · N 2/L. In transient sites of

SUM, the variance of the population can be taken as σ 2(ni ) = 0.

From Lemmas 3 and 4, we can derive the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given the same urban sitesM, the average and vari-

ance of the population of a SUM model are strictly and significantly

larger than that of a transient-only UMM model. Both differences are

lower bounded by the semi-absorbing density ρ or by the average

absorbing proportion λ̄.

Brief Summary. From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can infer

that the difference between SUM and transient-only UMM on the

average and variance of the staying time and population will both

increase monotonically as the semi-absorbing density ρ or the av-

erage absorbing proportion λ̄ increases. In general, by adjusting λit
in different scenarios, we can control different behaviors, especially

semi-absorbed behaviors, which is useful when SUM is integrated

with an urban mobility simulator to generate synthetic data traces.

As an illustration, one simulation of urban sites will be shown in

Section 4.4.

Moreover, both theorems demonstrate that the behaviors of SUM

well match our Observation 1 and Observation 2 in Section 3, where

great differences can be seen in the average and variance between

semi-absorbing sites (e.g., buildings) and transient sites (e.g., roads),

in terms of staying time and population.

1.3. Clustering Phenomenon. The SUM also captures a clus-

tering phenomenon. A cluster Φ denotes a connected subgraph

of M, which is filled with semi-absorbing sites and surrounded

with transient border sites B ∈ Φ, and NΦ denotes the original

population in Φ. P ib denotes nodes on the path of a random walk

from a site i ∈ Φ in the cluster to border site b ∈ B; pib denotes

the probability that path P ib will be taken, and | |P ib | | denotes the
distance to the border site through path P ib . piB denotes the prob-

ability that a random walk will start from i and end at border sites

B, i.e., piB =
∑
b ∈B (1 − ρ) | |P ib | |pib . Let po denote the probability

that the transient will leave from the border to sites out of Φ. Let I
denote the identity matrix. We thus have:

Theorem 3. For NΦ people in a cluster Φ, the staying population

is NΦ · [1 − po · (I − ¯λ) ·∑b ∈B pib (1 − ρ) | |P ib | | ].
Proof. Only those people who are not absorbed can leave a semi-

absorbing site. Some of them will reach the border sites B without

being absorbed, i.e., piB =
∑
b ∈B (1 − ρ) | |P ib | |pib . The probability

of the population leaving the cluster is piB · po · (I − ¯λ) and that of

the population staying in the cluster is [1−piB ·po · (I − ¯λ)] ·NΦ. �

Brief Summary. Theorem 3 reflects the fact that in SUM, people

start from the building and tend to move or stay in the surrounding

area. The population can vary slightly within the area due to the

stable ¯λ, while dropping sharply outside the area as the ¯λ is reduced

to 0 with transient sites on the border. In other words, people tend

to stay in a certain urban area and are unlikely to embark on long-

distance travel, and unlikely to propagate to the end of the world.

But a transient-only UMM does not have such a property, which

will be demonstrated in experiments presented in Section 4.4.

To sum up, Theorem 1 - 3 capture the difference between ab-

sorbed and transient behaviors, which significantly affects appli-

cation designs; e.g., absorbed people in buildings tend to use WiFi

and transient people tend to use the cellular network. Application
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Figure 8: Real-world population.
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Figure 9: SUM population.
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Figure 10: RWM population.
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Figure 11: WRWM population.

designers can leverage SUM to facilitate differentiation of cellular

resource allocations, which will be demonstrated in Section 5.

2. Scope of SUM. We also present the scope of our SUM model

to investigate how the impact of semi-absorbing sites changes ac-

cording to the scaling of time and space.

First, the SUM model was originally designed for application on

an intracity-scale with sites as the unit. M′ denotes a set in which

the unit has been scaled up to regions, with each single region in

M′ covering multiple sites in M, i.e., M′ � M. ρ ′ denotes the
average proportion of semi-absorbing sites (e.g., buildings) in each

aggregated site (or region) of M′. h̄m
M

denotes the average staying

time in semi-absorbing urban sites using mobility modelm with

urban sitesM .

Theorem 4. Given the same urban site setM′ � M, for a SUM

model and a transient-only UMM model, we have h̄SUM
M′ − h̄UMM

M′ <

ρ ′(L − ε)(L − |ϕof f |)/L + ε .
Proof. Theorem 4 can be inferred with Lemma 1. �

Second, the SUM model was originally designed for application

on an hourly scale. When we divide time slots with an interval

of K/L′ ≥ K/L, the whole time period [0,K] is then divided into

L′ < L slots.

Theorem 5. Given the same urban site setM and the sampling

interval of K/L′, L′ → 1, for a SUM model and a transient-only

UMM model, we have (h̄SUM
L′ − h̄UMM

L′ ) → (h̄SUM
1 − h̄UMM

1 ) <
L′ − (1 − ε/L′) · |ϕof f |.

Proof. Theorem 5 can be inferred with Lemma 1. �

Brief Summary. With the two theorems, we clearly justify

whether and to what extent SUM shows that it is different from

transient-only UMMs given any sampling granularity in specific

datasets. Theorem 4 indicates that, when scaled up from a site-as-

unit design to a region-as-unit one, if ρ ′ → 0 or λIt → 0 in the

given M′, SUM then converges to a transient-only UMM. The-

orem 5 indicates that, when scaled up from an hourly design to

a multi-hourly one, if L′ → 1 and λit → 0, SUM also converges

to a transient-only UMM. A suggested practice is to use SUM on

an intracity and hourly scale. Considering that there are constant

changes in the number of buildings and the population inside them

in a city, the difference resulting from the use of SUM will be clear.

4.4 Evaluation on Urban Trace Generation
Having only limited access to real-world data traces can be a frus-

trating issue for many researchers. Therefore, the ability to create

synthetic, yet realistic, urban mobility traces will have a wide range

of implications for the scientific community. Our SUM will enable

a larger community to perform a wider range of experiments, with

the assurance that the results will mimic those obtained from real-

world data traces. Towards this aim, we evaluate our SUM model.
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Figure 12: Related Error of all models as a function of time.

We compare our model with two typical UMMs widely used in

intracity scenarios, namely, the Random Waypoint Model (RWM)

[3], which serves as a baseline, and the state-of-the-art Weighted

Random Waypoint Model (WRWM) used in [18]. Both models are

transient-only UMM with staying time parameters. To ensure fair

comparisons, we extend the RWM andWRWM a little bit by setting

different parameters on roads and buildings. All of the evaluated

models have been calibrated using historical data.

Real-World Similarity.With effect of multiple buildings, the

CellularD Dataset is used for the evaluation of real-world similarity.

It covers the central city area with 5 × 5 grids as presented in

Section 3. We adopt the most commonly used evaluation criterion

of related error to compare the performance of these models in

generating urban traces. Related error is defined as 1
L

∑L
t=1 |Nt −

ˆNt |/Nt , where ˆNt denotes the synthesized population of people at

time t and Nt denotes the corresponding real population of people.

To demonstrate how similar the various UMMs are to the real-

world dataset, in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 we first show the heat map of

the real-world, SUM, RWM, and WRWM populations for ICC and

the nearby roads at 22:00. The warmer the color of a location, the

larger the population that it holds. We see that our SUM model

can better capture the concentrated population of the building in

the middle without too much noise from the nearby roads, which

matches well with the real situation shown in Fig. 8. More specifi-

cally, Fig. 12 shows the related error of the urban traces generated

by different UMMs. On average, SUM has a related error that is

a 73.68% improvement over RWM and 63.10% over WRWM. This

clearly shows the effectiveness of SUM, thanks to the additional

modeling of semi-absorbing sites.

City Clustering.We also examined the correlation between the

population in a building and those in the surrounding roads, where

the roads have different distances from the building. We compute

the correlations for ICC and the surrounding roads as shown in

Fig. 13 (a); the results for SUM, RWM, and WRWM are shown in

Fig. 13 (b) - (d). The results show the existence of the clustering

phenomenon. In essence, the correlation is stable within a range of

area, which matches well with the clustering phenomenon derived

from our theoretical analysis in Theorem 3. We also note that the

average correlation drops significantly to below 30% over 12 km

away. This indicates that the dynamics of the population from

ICC have little effect on the population of roads over 12 km away.

Such an observation is also confirmed in the CellularD Dataset.

However, this phenomenon cannot be well modeled in the RWM
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(a)

12km
Skyscraper I

(b) (c)

Skyscraper I

(d)

Skyscraper ISkyscraper I

Figure 13: Correlation of between themobility at present and after 24 hours in (a) real-world TrafficD dataset; (b) SUM; (c) RWM; (d)WRWM.

andWRWMdue to their homogeneous nature and steady states, i.e.,

if a sufficiently long time is given, a citizen can stay in any site on

the map. The clustering phenomenon reveals that this conclusion

about existing models might not be true in reality.

5 CASE STUDY ON CELLULAR NETWORK
RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Our SUM model not only demonstrates a great improvement in

performance, but is also of much practical value for applications

that are sensitive to absorbed and transient crowds. In this section,

we conduct a real-world case study on cellular network resource

allocation, to further illustrate the practical usefulness of our SUM

model. To this end, we first use the SUM model as a simulator to

evaluate network demand and cross-boundary frequency for the

allocation of resources in cellular networks. More specifically, we

generate synthetic traces using both SUM and previous transient-

only UMMs. In addition, we show that when SUM is used, the design

of base station positions and channel allocations can differ from

those devised using a transient-only UMM model. We demonstrate

that the differentiated or even dynamic allocation of urban resources

is a significant improvement over previous homogeneous over-

allocated designs. This shows that more caution should be exercised

towards the design of resource allocations in cellular networks, as

a design that is evaluated as successful using the transient-only

UMM model may not necessarily represent the real-world case.

5.1 Overview
Briefing on Resource Allocation in Cellular Networks. As

more and more new mobile cellular network services are becoming

available to larger audiences, there is an ever-increasing demand for

high-quality wireless access under different scenarios. This demand

is usually met via cellular network resource allocation, which is the

process of ensuring that sufficient network resources, e.g., channels,

are provisioned, such that the committed core network targets of

delay, jitter, loss, and availability can be achieved [10].

The growth of the mobile cellular market imposes a difficult

task on designers of mobile systems. The performance of a cellu-

lar network can be noticeably affected by changes in the urban

environment. In particular, cellular networks are sensitive to the

user population within each cell and to their mobility across cells,

which can be better captured by our proposed SUM. In particular,

the conventional approach used by cellular network designers to

evaluate performance, which is widely used in today’s commercial

cellular planning tools such as PEGASOS of T-Mobil, or PLANET of

MSI Plc., is based on the so-called analytical approach [15]. To this

end, we implement a SUM-based simulator that has the potential

to be integrated into these tools and to help with the production of

more practical designs relating to network and capacity issues.

Application Scenario. The growth of the mobile cellular mar-

ket imposes a difficult task on designers of mobile communication

systems. The performance of the cellular network can be noticeably

affected by human behaviors in different urban environments. From

this point onwards, our SUM model fits such applications well, due

to its ability to differentiate between urban mobilities.

For example, in cellular network applications, the absorbed peo-

ple in a building tend to use WiFi more than transient people; large

buildings and high-rise buildings are also examples of structures

where mobile phones cannot properly reach the macro or outdoor

network of a carrier [29]. In both cases, the result can be a drop in

cellular data traffic in buildings. Considering human behaviors in

different environments, it is apparent that the same allocation of

cellular resources can lead to completely different performances,

e.g., in terms of average throughput and signal strength, even with

the same population in the cellular network.

In another example, when buildings are newly constructed, the

movement of the surrounding population will change accordingly,

causing additional people to possibly enter the cell and thereby

affect the performance of the original network, e.g., signal strength.

Thus, the performance of the original network needs to be re-

evaluated so that resources can be reallocated accordingly.

Three Phases in a Case Study. In principle, the analytical ap-

proach consists of three phases, namely, Traffic Demand Analysis,

Radio Network Definition, and Frequency Allocation, which passes

through several turns iteratively. In the next subsection, we will

show the results of a network simulation of a traffic demand anal-

ysis. This is followed by a demonstration of the further use of

the other two phases of our SUM model. All are verified by our

real-world datasets.

Traffic Demand Analysis: First, the tele-traffic demand within

the planning region is derived based on rough estimates of the

targeted area. Due to their ability to describe the behaviors of users

in detail, Traffic Source Models, also referred to as mobility models,

are usually applied to estimate the traffic demands in an individual

cell of a mobile network. The traffic scenario is represented as

a population of individual sources of traffic performing random

walks through the service area and randomly generating demand

for resources, i.e., the radio channel. Based on the Traffic Demand

Analysis, there are two phases in the allocation of cellular network

resources: the Radio Network Definition Phase to choose cell sites,

and the Frequency Allocation Phase to allocate channels to stations.

Both will be covered in this case study.

Baseline Approach. As for the simulation of the analysis of

demand, as in Section 4 we use the state-of-the-art WRWM and the
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baseline RWM with the extended setting to determine the interac-

tions of the population between buildings and roads.

For a real-world application of network definition and frequency

allocation, we compare the following: a real-world solution, if any

(e.g., a solution provided by ChinaMobile Ltd. (denoted as Real)), the

best possible solution based on the estimated traces if the building

is still under construction (denoted as Ideal-Before), and the best

possible solution to achieve based on real traces (denoted as Ideal).

We also compare the performance of SUM with that of the baseline

RWM. WRWM cannot be evaluated due to the lack of status and

trace information.

Settings. The radio transmission range of a base station is about

200 meters. The fixed capacity of the base station is set as large

as 2.87 Gbps as in [36], which is collected for the busiest period

of the day, when the load on a base station is at its highest. The

average data traffic per person is 2 Mbps as in [33]. We will deploy

two more cell stations with all 25 locations feasible.

5.2 Traffic Demand Analysis Phase
Using the baseline and our mobility model, local performance mea-

sures, such as fresh call or handover blocking probability, can be

derived from the mobility pattern and mobile environments, e.g., as

indicated by the network demand and cross-boundary frequency.

EvaluationMetrics.We illustrate how SUM can better emulate

different urban mobility environments in simulations for evaluating

a cellular network demand analysis. Without loss of generality, we

consider two typical metrics widely used for evaluating cellular

network resource allocations, namely, network demand and cross-

boundary frequency.

Network demand: We evaluate the performance of a network

using throughput, which involves measuring the volume of net-

work traffic per second (gigabits/second). With mobility, physically

available routes may become invalid (i.e., may no longer be found in

the transmission range), causing packets to be dropped and leading

to throughput degradation and an increase in control overhead.

Cross-boundary frequency: Cross-boundary frequency refers to

the link up/down events caused by user movements across cell

boundaries, which mainly happens when a user moves across cells

and triggers the hand-off mechanism.

When one person moves into the transmission range of a cell

station, a connection is gained. This is a link-up case. Accordingly,

when two people previously within the transmission range (as-

suming that they have same transmission range) move out, the

connection is lost. This event increments a link down counter. We

evaluate how types of sites affect the link up/down dynamics.

With user mobility, the resources allocated for the network traf-

fic may vary, in that if the allocated resources do not match the

demands of the network, packets may be dropped, further leading

to throughput degradation and increasing the control overhead.

Experimental Results. Fig. 14 shows the results on network de-

mand, where each person is assumed to generate the same amount

of demand. We find that (a) in transient sites, SUM has lower de-

mands than other models in office hours; (b) in semi-absorbing

sites, the network demand is higher in SUM for office hours as

expected. For example, the network demand in SUM can be 1.18

times of that in WRWM for semi-absorbing sites when the popu-

lation reaches three thousand. This matches well with the reality
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Figure 14: Network Demand vs. Population for office hours (a) in

transient sites; (b) in semi-absorbing sites.
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Figure 15: Cross-Boundary Frequency vs. Population for commut-

ing hours (a) in transient sites; (b) in semi-absorbing sites.

that the population is more concentrated in semi-absorbing sites

during office hours, although the majority of sites are transient

sites. If we consider more realistic scenarios, e.g., people tend to use

WiFi when absorbed and use the cellular network when transient,

SUM demonstrates even better performance thanks to its ability to

differentiate between absorbed and transient, a capability that will

be further investigated in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4.

Fig. 15 shows those results relating to the cross-boundary fre-

quency for commuting hours. As expected, (a) SUM shows slightly

higher cross-boundary frequencies in transient sites, because stay-

ing times in those sites are shorter and people are not likely to

stop in those sites; (b) SUM also has a 61.2% lower cross-boundary

frequency than RWM in semi-absorbing sites, because the average

staying time in semi-absorbing sites is much longer than the ar-

bitrary random transient setting of RWM; (c) the cross-boundary

frequency in SUM is 12.4 times of that in WRWM. That is because,

different from the rigid settings of WRWM, which keeps holding

people during commuting hours, SUM shows a greater variance in

staying time during commuting hours, e.g., people can stop staying

in buildings and move to roads.

We summarize our findings below. First, in general, more people

aggregate in semi-absorbing sites, which might generate more net-

work traffic. Second, cross-boundary behaviors are more likely to

happen in transient sites than in semi-absorbing sites. Thus, homo-

geneous designs based on previous UMMs for different regions and

times slots either overestimate link quality or waste resources. Dif-

ferentiated resource allocation can be conducted among regions and

time slots according to a factor of ρ and λit . For example, to support

possible voice call demands, base stations with a smaller capacity

and a larger transmitting range should be deployed to a region

with a low building density, i.e., with more transient sites; while

base stations with dynamic capacities and transmitting ranges can

be deployed for regions with a high building density, which again

leads to a differentiated design for a cellular network that takes into

account the two types of regions. We will show more items that

are taken into consideration and the resulting gain in performance

based on our SUM, as case studies in Section 5.3 and 5.4.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 16: Base Station Positioning (a) Ideal-Before; (b) Ideal; (c) SUM; (d) RWM; (e) Real.
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(b)
Figure 17: Phase II: CDF of (a) signal strength; (b) packet loss.
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Figure 18: Phase III: (a) Packet loss probability as a function of

time; (b) CDF: Percentile as a function of packet loss.

5.3 Radio Network Definition Phase

With the estimated demand, a human expert chooses the cell sites.

In order to obtain a regular structure, the popular algorithms of

base station positioning [35] [26], which distribute the transmitters

on a hexagonal grid, are usually used in this step. Using these trans-

mitter configurations, the expert evaluates the radio coverage using

field strength prediction methods. Here, stochastic channel models

are applied. Usually, several field strength prediction methods are

implemented, but the tools offer little if any support in the task of

choosing the appropriate propagation model. If the planning expert

decides that the coverage is insufficient, new transmitter positions

have to be chosen and the propagation has to be analyzed again.

Evaluation Metric. In the Radio Network Definition Phase, we

evaluate two factors that typically affect the deployment of base

stations: a) the varying strength of radio signals; b) the heteroge-

neously distributed network quality in the coverage area of the

base stations.

In telecommunications, signal strength refers to the power out-

put of the transmitter as received by a reference antenna at a dis-

tance from the transmitting cell station. The received signal strength

in a mobile device can be estimated as follows [41]:

dBme = −113.0 − 10.0 × γ log10(r/R),
where dBme denotes the estimated received power in a mobile

device; r denotes the distance from the mobile device to the cell

station; R denotes the mean radius of the cell station; and γ denotes

the path loss exponent.

As in [7], we also apply the metric of packet loss per second,

with a packet size of 12 Kb. The relationship between packet loss

and signal strength is also studied in [41], as it is generally true

that high signal strength corresponds to low packet loss.

Here, the deployment is to minimize the packet loss under a base

station positioning design.We apply the state-of-the-art positioning

algorithm as in [35], where network demand can be simulated with

UMMs when confronted with insufficient information, e.g., when a

building is newly constructed.

Experimental Results. Fig. 16 shows the positioning results

of base stations, with the stations marked in red and two more

base stations to be allocated based on Ideal-Before (i.e., when the

building has not yet been established). The RWM gives a more

random allocation. SUM provides exactly the same solution as Ideal,

which places cell stations in regions where the density of buildings

is high, in order to enablemore differentiating and dynamic resource

allocations than the allocations of RWM and Real.

We next evaluate the signal strength, which is shown in Fig. 17

(a). We can see that the positioning of base stations based on SUM

reaches Ideal and always outperforms other schemes, including

Real. We also examine the packet loss ratio for each scheme, and

the CDF is shown in Fig. 17 (b). The SUM solution again reaches

the Ideal, and both the SUM solution and the Ideal outperform Real

and RWM. That is because SUM does a good job of differentiating

between the absorbed and the transient in different urban sites,

and is better at distinguishing and estimating the corresponding

users and demands ofWiFi and cellular networks. By filtering noises

generated byWiFi users, the corresponding base station positioning

can, in particular, serve consistent users of the cellular network.

5.4 Frequency Allocation Phase

Dynamic capacity balancing is conducted to allocate channels un-

der fixed locations of base stations, which are given in Fig. 16 (e), so

as to minimize the packet loss. There are several ways to allocate

capacity for these stations. In this part, we use an approach pro-

posed in [34], which allocates more bandwidth to sites with higher

cellular demands, as indicated in the correspondingly used UMM.

We conducted experiments taking both data and voice traffic into

consideration and observed consistent results. Here we only use

the result of data traffic to represent that of both types of traffic.

As in the previous subsection, we use the metric of packet loss

per second, with a packet size of 12 Kb. We measure the packet

loss in Fig. 18 (a). The capacity balancing solution with SUM is the

closest to that with Ideal, and always better than with RWM and

Ideal-Before. Specifically, at 10:00, Ideal-Before and RWM have a

packet loss probability of 4.18 and 3.19 times that of our SUM. We

also measure the corresponding CDF of the packet loss probability

under each UMM in Fig. 18 (b). We see that SUM has a similar

performance to that of Ideal and is closest to it, outperforming
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RWM and Ideal-Before. The reason for this is that the SUM model

does a good job of differentiating between the absorbed and the

transient in different urban sites at different times. This leads to a

better estimation of the users and the demands on WiFi and the

cellular network, so that the corresponding dynamic frequency

allocation can serve users of cellular network adaptively, e.g., in an

hourly manner.

6 DISCUSSION ON PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Parameter calibration for a model is challenging. It depends on

the objective, whether to be generic so as to fit more scenarios

or to be specific so as to best fit one scenario. It also depends

on the data available that can be used for calibration, i.e., with

partial status information (e.g., traces on partial sites), without

status information but with alternative data source (e.g., map or

population). It is our future work to study the parameter calibration

of SUM comprehensively.

In this paper, we conduct parameter calibration given urban

mobility traces on each site and time slot. Parameters of absorb-

ing proportion can be automatically selected by maximizing the

estimation accuracy using dynamic programming. Parameters of

transition probability can be computed as the ratio between the av-

erage number of traces moving between sites and the number of all

feasible traces. Similar techniques have also been used in [17, 18].

7 CONCLUSION

Developing UrbanMobilityModels (UMMs) has long been an impor-

tant research topic. In this paper, we demonstrated that buildings

heavily affect human patterns of movement. We developed a new

Semi-absorbing Urban Mobility model (SUM). SUM captures intrin-

sic properties of the impact of buildings and analytically differs

from previous UMMs. We carefully clarified the scope of SUM on

an intracity and hourly scale. We showed that SUM converges to

other UMMs when the scale of space and time changes. Our evalu-

ation showed that as a foundation to support mobile applications,

SUM is far superior to previous UMMs. Its performance was further

confirmed by a case study of a typical real-world application for

cellular network resource allocation.
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